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For the past decade, we have been working to build a solid foundation 
of support for this approach, engaging and partnering with 
stakeholders across Puerto Rico, from government to business to 
academia to communities. Our strong community presence across 
the island and our game-changing programmatic interventions have 
allowed us to move from the grassroots to the grass-tops while our 
collaborative approach with leaders and policy makers – from 
San Juan to D.C. - has helped scale up our impact. 

Beginning in 2017, multiple FPR teams have been living and working 
across the island to deeply understand how to engage and work with 
communities, celebrate regional diversity, engage with local 
stakeholders and players, increase social capital, gather data on 
existing needs and capabilities, and help these communities become 
more resilient to face future climate or economic challenges. Through 
this field immersion, they learned about the characteristics that these 
communities have in common, as well as the individual circumstances 
and attributes that differentiate them.

Today, FPR has redoubled its commitment to expanding our knowledge 
to action mantra. On one hand, we’ve launched the Center for 
Strategic Innovation, a new ideation engine within our organization 
that will act as a catalyst for inspiring thinking and will drive the 
design of high-impact initiatives and strategies. On the other hand, our 
field intervention will be the space where community-level insights 
are gathered, and where the new concepts that come out of the Center 
for Innovation are tested, vetted, adapted, and refined by our team in 
close collaboration with the future beneficiaries of this work, since no 
one understands better the needs, vulnerabilities, opportunities, and 
desires of our communities than its members. 

From the inside out, we accelerate transformation through innovation, 
collaboration, and action, so Puerto Ricans can own their future and 
thrive. The three areas where we are driving transformational impact 
include: Economic Development & Community Empowerment, 
Resiliency & Infrastructure, and Education & Leadership Training.

















 In 2021, the Bottom Up Destination Recovery Initiative 
won a Gold Rank from the International Economic 

Development Council (IEDC) in the category of Resiliency, 
Recovery, and Mitigation.

 “The winners of IEDC’s Excellence in Economic 
Development awards represent the best of economic 

development and exemplify the leadership that our profes-
sion strives for every day,” - 2021 IEDC Board Chair and 

Invest Buffalo Niagara President Tom Kucharski.









What will FPR’s next 10 years bring? Unprecedented success and prosperity for our island. We are expanding our ideation 
capabilities with our new Center for Innovation. We are building an Ideation Brain Trust at the Center with the best 
researchers and innovators to explore novel, high impact strategic solutions to societal challenges. We are convening an 
Innovation Leadership Council to guide, build consensus and advocate for these solutions. Our new Bottom Up Field 
Intervention Engine will bring an island-wide community-level scope to our high impact programmatic efforts. The team 
works from El Colaboratorio, the “laboratory of collaboration,” wich has become a magnet site filled with passion and 
creativity where the government, the private sector and a new generation of NGOs come together to reinvent opportunities 
for all Puerto Ricans. And we have only just begun! With your help, and our strategic vision going forward, we can complete 
Puerto Rico’s transformation into the economic powerhouse of the region by 2030. 
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